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The Fallacies in the Teaching of French . 
Many fallacies in the teaching of French may be 
noted very easily to - day . The cause of these falla-
cies may be attributed first of all to the teachers 
who play the most mportant nart, and t~eir ~ethods . 
It 'vTill be necessary to study the q1..1alificn tions of 
the teacher , the method used by the teacher and the 
manner of conducting a class . The text books used 
m1st be carefulJy examined . The aims of the students 
must be considered . 
There are ver.- fmv teachers who are qualified to 
. teach French . The renson for this may be traced to 
several causes . Few te ·~ chers have an adeqlJate know-
ledge of French . Perhaps a year or two of French 
nay have been tal~ en in pre para tory school , followed 
by one or more courses in college . Even if French 
has been studied for t h ree years in pre aratory school 
and for four years in college , the t ~acher is not pre-
pared to teach French . This may seem like a very 
broad str'tement . ~o substantiate this remark , let me 
cite the exrerience of a teacher I know . 'his teccher, 
who had an "A" record in high school nnd college , cfter 
teaching French for several years went to France . Of 
course she believed that she spoke Prench fluently but 
she soon learned that sl1e was mistaken . In a fashion -
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able restaurant n the Bois she wss not able to make 
herself understood by the waiter , althollgh she could 
translate everything on the menu . An nternreter 
wrs called , to her dingt1st and h11r1iliation . It is 
necessary for anyone who t .a ches French to have had a 
certain amount of study in France . Some r"' ay bel eve 
th"'t a sum ner of study in Canada to be of as much 
value as a su.m:rrw r in France . Even f the nstructors 
speak the so - much- ·coveted Parisian French , one certnin-
ly hears in Canada a d · storted French in the average 
French fan ly , in the stores and on the streets . To -
day one who goes to France to study devotes , on the 
average , two to four weeks at a university sun,., er school . 
ryith li t tle or no previous knowledge of French , it is not 
difficult to take a few examinations and be uresented 
with the "petit ccr t ificat" . A more advanced student 
may obtain the "certificat" . E · ght weeks at least 
ought to be reouired at a summer university school before 
one is nermi t ted to teach French . In France , the teach-
er of English has rigid requirements to meet , such as a 
year of study in England . ~:·1 . The French realize that 
"the best teacher of a foreign language is a uerson of 
the same natiunality as his puuils , who is thoroughly 
at home in the lang11age to be taught If . Possibly the 
equivalent time snent in America would suffice , but the 
French do not appraise very highly the English spoken 
in America,P . 
1.~~ 
Perhaps t hey are right . 
~~'"\"~ 
There are many 
~ - ~:.1.-~~-
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teachers who think that their education is complete 
when they graduate from college . On the contrary, 
a teacher of French ought to continue studying until 
he is too feeble to attend courses and in that case, 
he ought to be too decrepid to teach . In addition 
to the teacher ' s knowledge of French , which is as a 
rule inadequate , there are other reasons why most of 
the teachers of French ought not to be teaching ~ 
It will be necessary to consider the teacher ' s 
reason for teaching French . A teacher of any other 
subject could be well substituted . Why does a man 
teach? Because he is a true scholar? Or is it 
because when he graduates from college he wants to 
earn as much money as soon as possib1e? Under 
these circumstances a .;?2000 upward teaching position 
"looks pr·etty good11 to him . He believes that he 
will teach for a while . In the meantime , he will 
have his eye peeled for a position in the business 
world . Often he marries and then it is too late 
to le ~ve his asstred te ,ching salary and take the 
risks that an unmarried man can . Let me e;ive one 
example of a teacher I know . • School is a side is -
sue with him . At six in the morning he is at a 
publishing house . He slides into school at 7 : 59 . 
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At the close of school at 1: 45 he r11shes down to his 
work as golf editor of a certain p,per . Afternoons 
are snent examining the greens and p,ntherine news st 
baseball eames, evenings at rize fiehts etc . One 
never sees him with a book or a paper . Do you think 
that there was anything wrong n the election of th s 
man to teA.ch ? 'I'he nul,pose of a young woman entering 
the teach ng field after graduation differs somew}~at 
from that of the young man . Host of these .oung wo -
men rnduates expect to be married within a year or 
two . 1any of them are disapoointed . The few who do 
marr~ are unf. tted to teach because their nterests do 
not center in their school work . Once I had the oc-
casion to t .ke the olace of a yo1mg woman who gave lD 
teaching to be Married . S nee she had become en~aged , 
ractic&lly noth ng had been accomplished n her class-
es . 1 s ye ... rs go on , hope of marriage is srnoldc.r _ ng 
~Ln the hearts of the muj ori ty of women tenchers . They 
~o on te ching without doing grnduat work , believing 
Urt teach nG is not to oe t~eir life work . hus the 
conclusion may be renched thet the true reason for the 
choice of te' ching as a \:rofession has not been made in 
the major ty of cases from a love of teaching . 
Even if a teacher has a suff:c5ent knowledge of 
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French , e v en if his whole heart and soul centerp in his 
\Ork and he enjoys teaching , another factor must be con-
sidered , personality . lthough a teacher knows his 
sub.iect a enjoys teach ng it , satisfactory results 
cannot be obtained unless the t acher has personality . 
Enthusiasm , a good disposition , the ability to put one ' s 
self in the student ' s place, kindness , a pleasing voice , 
refinement , an a t tractive ap earance ,-all these factors 
have an inestimable val ,e n teaching . The trinity of 
a succesful te[•cher , acrording to Professor .7a.xmnn , may 
be summed up as follows; knowledge of subject , love of 
teaching and ersonality . 
It will be interesting to cons der how many teach-
ers measure up to the ideal teacher as described by 
(Renort of the Comnittee of Twelve - -page 7.1) "To be 
ideally Prepared for g ving instruction in a modern 
language , even in a secondary school , one should have , 
aside from the ~bility to terch and the general ncr -
sonal culture neces~ary to secure the respect and at-
tachment of pupils , ~ thorough pr·ctical command of the 
language to be taught ,~ solid knov1ledge of its 1 iter-
ature , and ~ i'irst- hand acquaintance with the foreign 
life of which the liter~t11re is the reflection . To 
be decently prepared , he should , at leryst , hav e r ead 
so much n the recent literature of the language that 
• 
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he cun rend about ~ easil, as he 1ould read matter 
of the sDne ldnd in Engl sh . He should have stud-
ied the principal works of the grent writFrs , and 
s_o -ld ~ave taYen a cotrse n the genreal hiDtory of 
the litera t11re . He should know thororehly the gram-
mar of the language in its present form . If he has 
sorre knowledge of the historical development of forms , 
such knowledge will help him in his teA ch ng , espec ' al -
ly in the tcnching of French to pupils who have stud-
ied Lnttn . He should be ~ble to rronounce the lnn-
g uage intelligently and with reasonnble accuracy , 
though he may not have tl".l.C perfect "accent" of one who 
is to the manner born . He should be nble to write a 
letter or a short essay jn the language without making 
gross mistalces in grammar or idiom , and to carry on nn 
ordinarJ conversation in the language without a sense 
• 0.,.. 
of pa' nful cr br1•assr.wnt . ,.. Even this degret of attain-
ment will usunlly req11ire residence aoroad of those 
for whom ~nglish is the mother tongue , unless they 
have enjoyed exce tional opportunities in this count r y . 
In any case , the residence qbroad is greatly to be de -
si r ed . 11 
In adcli tion to the absol11te need of the aforesaid 
"trinj ty 1 'wf'r ::.ch n:ost French tea cher·s lack , what, bout 
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the native born French teacher who nay meet ell those 
reql'irements? Every fashiona ble finishing school 
nust have a native French te a cher , because of the at-
mosuhere given to the school . The results obtained 
are not consj c:erecl , j nst the t one a na ti vc ter che r 
gives t~e school . A Fren ch teacher cannot understpnd 
possibly the character of the American youth . *1 . "1. 
:?renchman can never govern his class unless he has a 
,, 
sympathetic understanding of American character . The 
French student s much more serious about his work 
than the American student . The native teacher takes 
for gr anted that he is going to do the work assigned 
and that is the end of it . The merican student is 
intellectually lazy and does not always ask questions 
about e s~bject that he does not understand . This 
is not true with the French student, so the native 
teacher takes for grnnted, when no questions have been 
asked , that the lesson has been clear . 1rlhen a stu-
dent has mastered the elements of French grammar , then 
a native teacher is excellent , but how rnany really do 
master French grammar? An occasionrl native teacher 
may be found who speaks English flm~ntly . This is a 
great asset in explaining the things that trouble the 
earnest student . More will be said later about 1con-
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ducting class entirely in French . The native teacher 
might excel here , if he understood the make up of the 
fimerican student . In Frence, English cannot be taught 
by anyone except a native of France . 1 nyone ten ch ng 
English in France can converse fluently in English . A 
comparison w th our French te.1.chers in America would be 
pitiful and ludicrous . 
Blame may be placed not only on the ineffjcjency of 
the teachers of French but also on the aims of the stu-
dents . In the first place , French has the reputation 
of be ng a 11 c r.ch" subject . ]oreover this is true , 
This renutation could be correc t ed by the teacher for 
surely the s bject is not at fault . Know ng the Amer -
jean youth , one can not criticize him too severly for 
electing an easy subject . Another reason for study-
ing French is to be able to meet entrance reouirements 
~:-1 . ' 11 The worst canker in our school system . l.Intil 
the entrance exam n~tion board eliminate many fool sh 
questions , it will be necessary for the teacher to im-
bed deeply in the cranium of the student rules and ex-
cep tions which are no longer taught in France . Day 
by day the student prepares his French lesson with ex-
ar1inations as a goal , overlooking his opportunity to 
become acauainted with life and history of France , not 
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considering a possible trip to !~'ranee . Another st·u-
den t may elect the subject of French in order to be 
able to translate . The few books that he may reed 
in h gh school will not be an incentive to read more 
books in French by himself after he finishes the 
course . A student taking the comMercial course may 
believe that his knoHledge of FrPnch VTill enable him 
to secure a position as a stenographer . There are 
very few stenographE-rs in thi~1 countr y who are ever 
called on to do any work in French . To be able to 
do this kind of work requires an unusual knowledge 
of French , s1 ch as an average student would not ob-
tain in preparatory school or college . ~oreover , a 
student studies French so th~t he may be able to 
11nderstand French when he henrs jt spoken . In cen-
eral one has few opportunities to hear French sooken 
~fter one fjnishes school. Not many re able to 
understand t, when they do hear it spoken . I know 
of a young woman who could not understand very mu ch 
at a pension in France until she had been there for 
several weeks, although she had studied French and 
heard jt spoken for years . The carefully enunciat-
ed French that one hears in high school and in col-
lege is not the rapidily spoken French that one hears 
in France . If French we re correctly taught one 
mjght be able to speak, understand and translate 
French . Some students believe that after a year or 
M 
A 
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two of nrench they will be able to s enk it fl~ently . 
-::-1 . 11 The ab li ty to converse in French should be re -
garded as of subord:i.ante imuo1•tn.nct;::'Secondary ed ca-
~~~ 
tion .~ teach~ a foreign language in our schools it 
" 
should be for tho sake of general cdu ca tional value . '' 
Presently the var ous methods of teech ng French will 
be taken up . The college entr.fe examihations could 
be pasacd if the examin tion questions were mod_fied 
n such a way that a student ' s knowledg~ of French 
cou l d be ascertained and not his ab lity to cram his 
l1ead with rules and exceDtions and seldom used irreg-
ular verbs . ~-2 • 11 on- scholae sed vitae ' trans).o.ted 
by many as ' learn not for the school , but in order to 
pass a good ex< mina t :i on , so that you nay prosper in 
life and by virt.ue of your examinotion get a good po -
sition ! , 11 At present , tl1en , Fr ench is taught in s1 ch 
a way as ~o prepare the student for examinations , to 
enable him to translate or soeak and understnnd 2re~ch, 
with an absoJute neglect of his knowledge of l"rench 
History , French Literat re, their 1 fe and point of 
viev'l . 11 knmtledge of ]lrance and her people ought to 
be a vital reason for studying French . I oreover , to -
day the s t11dent trips t o F'r an ce for v500 - 600 o ght to 
be an in centive for learning French instead of some of 
I. 
\ 
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the aforesa d reasons . 
The Methods of te::tching French have many names . 
The cethods may be classed under the following three 
heads : Direct; Ind rect ; Indirect-Direct . Many 
teachers Hswear by" the direct method . I think that 
the teacher of the direct method class prides himself 
on speaking nothing but French . It sounds well to be 
able to say "I never speak any English in my classes" . 
Th s remark would imor ess one who thought only of the 
theory of the direct method and knew noth ng about the 
nractise . From observation of a direct rr.ethod class, 
I made the follow ng observations . The teacher points 
to an obJect in the room such as a book and sa,rs, 
"Voici un 1 vre" . The student reneats the word and 
feels that he knows how to say -;book '' in l•rench . After 
several objects have been pointed out in the same way , 
the averaee student forgets how to uronounce the word 
even if it is written on the board . He has to learn 
by im tation of sound . ~n . "The boy or man, unless 
he is nhonetically trained or exceptionally acute of 
hearing does not im tate at ell . He merely substi-
tutes for the several strange vowels and consonants 
the English sound wh ch the foreign ones happen to sug-
gest to him . That is why the pronunciation of con-
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versation classes is generally not a whit better than 
that of scholars taught after the most antiquated fa -
sh on • • , This is impossible for a student of high 
school age . Only ch ldren can imitate sounds cor-
rectly , generally speaking . Moreover , tt is a 
"crime" to try to imitate the pronunciation of many 
teachers of French . ·:~1 . "A teacher who does not 
possess a good pronuncjation and a ready command of 
the language generally does far mor~ harm than good 
by oracticing on his pupils . " A Frenchman would 
not recognize the words they are trying to have 
their students imitate . ;~hen the teacher wishes 
to teach words that involve notion , it is necessary 
to do a little acting . Acting out : "J ' ouvre la 
porte . Je Ferme la porte e t c . " may be gracefully 
done , but there are a great many words when acted 
out wh ch give the students an opportunity to make 
fun of the teacher . The teacher has to be a good 
actor in order not to have the acting detract from 
the learning of the word . Rare dis cri r ination in 
the manner of acting is necessary . If objects can 
not be pointed out or verbs acted , the teacher re -
sorts to drawing on the blaclcboard . If the te ~ cher 
can draw well , this may be a help . The average 
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teacher is not able to draw quickly and well . Whether 
the drawing is good or bad impresses the student and 
not what it represents . Someone may say , have a stu-
dent draw , if the te c cher is unable to draw . This 
means whispering to a student what you wish him to drmv 
or telling him the night before what he is expected to 
nut on the board . How many teachers know the day be-
fore just what words they are going to use the next day? 
Suppose the words learned by i mi tation through observa-
tion , acting and drawing Bre written down in a notebook 
and assigned for the next day . The spelling of the 
words is misleading and the pronunciation is Hmurdered" . 
Not a sufficient number of words could be given in class 
to keep the student busy preparjng work for tbe next day 
and French thereby earns its name of a "cinch" . In the 
direct method singing songs plays a nsrt . In many of 
' 
the direct method text books one finds the music for 
t bese songs . Singing in a nub lic building would not 
be tolerated . Moreover , it is rare that a teacher of 
Fren ch is ble to conduct a class in singing . Most 
of the teachers have never heard the songs sung in 
French and do not know that the muteue" in 11 Frere 
Jacqu~s , l evez-vous" is pronounced. I have heard the 
11 Marseillaise 11 s1mg by students of the direct method . 
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Nearly all the linking and mute "e's" were an unknown 
quant~ ty . ->:-1 . "On several occasions, the pupils in 
StocYholm have even given up a part of their recess 
n order to sing foreign songs , when the teachers in 
the adjoining classe·s have looked o.slrance at the sing-
ng during the lesson hours . " Victrola records in 
French were at one time very populnr and considered 
to be of great value . It might help the teDcher , 
ond indirectly , his students to hear "Fr'ere ,Jacaues 11 
and the "r.~arseilla se" nlayed corrC;ctly , but a steady 
diet of records would be monotonous . In this case , 
it would be necess nry for the student to memorize the 
records and repeat slowly w th the record . The aver-
age ear is not tuned h ghly enough for this imit~tion 
of sounds . In the direct rr ethod , great stress is 
placed on conversation . In Varch of this year I too~ 
over four beginning clas es which had been taught by 
the d rect method . Out of 80 students about 6 could 
answer correctly easy questions that I ,. sked . 'Ehe 
parents of those six were Canadian French and Prench 
was spoken in the homes . The remain ng students only 
understood a word now and then and had no idea of what 
I was t!?..lking , althovgh I spoke very slowly . Reading 
is also inportant in the direct me~hod . Here af_Sain 
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remembering how a word has been previously pronounced 
by the teacher is important . The French read to me 
by the direct method classes just mentioned was atro -
cious . Knowing that I am no advocnte of the direct 
method , I was permitted to use any method I wished , 
provided at the end of the year my students could pass 
the written lessons given to other sections doing the 
same work . 
pbonetics . 
The first thing that I did was to teach 
In two months their pronunciation has im-
p roved 75% in my estimation , entirely due to the i r 
knowledge of phonetics . To my surprise , they liked 
the work in phonetics from the star t . In most of the 
direct method books tber•e are select i ons to be dictated . 
Dictation is excellent when correctly given . Na turally 
all the direct method teachers believe tha t they are 
able to give dictation be cause they speak French so flu-
ently and well . Re c ently I heard a direct method 
tea cher give a dictation . What she was dictating was 
"mots croises 11 as far as I could understand . 'The stu-
dents doubtless understood less but possibly they were 
accustomed to her lingo and spoke in the same wny . 
Rules are never learned in the real direct menbod 
class . By habit , possibly intuition , a student is sup-
posed to l:now when to use tr~tre 11 and"avoir" . Verb 
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forms are le'1rned by constant use . In 11 Le Fro.5o.o.is" 
pour Tous 11 , by no <=hlia Dvbrule , verb paradigms are 
given . 
books . 
They are usually omjtted n direct method 
~playing of games in French is cons dered 
as benef~cial. A game played occasionally would be 
all right but the time is so limited in which to 
learn French th&t it could be employGd in some other 
way to better advantage . The various ways alretdy 
ment oned of teaching by the direct method Tiould be 
of great value under cert in c rcunstances; no.Eely , 
if the teacher snoke French well and met the require -
• 
ments of a good French tehcher;if the students were 
very young and thereby able to imitate; if more than 
45 minute s a day could be devoted to class work; if 
the class were snall . 
~he indirect method has many advontnges over the 
direct . By ind rect method , I mean a class in ·,vhi ch 
only Englis:h is spoken . ~ :- 1. trThe continued 1Jse 
year after yeA.r ~an easy way of te[ching- for it is 
com aratively e sy ~requirffi but little soec:al tr~in-
ing- - may prove demoraliz ng to the jnstructor , dull his 
anoetite for self- improvement , and makes him .ndolent 
" and easily - satisfied with his q~alif1cntions . *2 . 
"This me trod has fal en ; nto cL s cred:t t--it has , l"O\tever , 
I · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ---r~ -~Q. 
'l... 
- ~C 
. 1'\- ~ 
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certain undeniable advantqges such as training the 
mnemonic faculty . " This st~tement may seem abnurd 
but since few students of French are ever able to 
say or understand a word in French after they lcnve 
high school , ·.1h~ not teach them to translate well , 
to know all rules and irregular verbs '1nd have therp. 
ready to struggle with entrance examinations ? Many 
teachers cannot teach uronunciation correctly be -
cause they cannot speak correctly themselves . *1 . 
"The teacher who cannot hilself speak his modern 
language should not attempt seriously to teach his 
pupils to speak it . He should not try to work the 
11 n&turnl method 1 or any privAte variations thereof; 
if he does he will be almost certain to do more 
harm than good . " It seems to me it would be far 
better net to Jrnow how to rronounce at all than to 
have a very f::1ul ty pronuncif• ti on . iJhen a student 
has mastered FrJnch grammar and has re::1d several 
books he knows more about French than the direct 
method student, who has a smatterine.; of French 
srammar which he has unconsciously absorbed . .;:-2 . 
Hp·urc grmnmar is not cn.lculated to i:ssp:tre interest 
in pupils of the high school age . " Give the in-
direct method student three pages to trrnslate in 
11 Le Petit Chose" . In class have a few lines tran-
slated by ec.ch student . Ask for the eY-rlanation 
of all the rules that have not been given in pre-
';__ ~v\~~ ~ ~'·· 11.\ .. ~ ~ . ~ "3 
.. r. 'u. 
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vious r~citattons . In true Latin style , have the 
urincipal parts of tho verbs given . Carefully ex-
ulain all idioms and write the idioms in different 
persons end tenses . In this wny the student will 
learn gramrr~ar . ·os t people have no more use for 
French thnn they do for Latin after their school 
days are over . ~.<ore Latin is remembered than 
French because of the supercilious teaching of 
French . 'l'oday many French expr,essions 8re found 
in our books and !nagazines . It would be a grer. t 
sat-i_sf~ction to one to be able to understand these 
French sentences , as one does Latin , years later . 
-.vha t about this indir'ec t method for students who 
are going to college? At first they would feel 
lost when the professor speaks French. So do the 
students of the direct method , because , as a rule , 
it is not the French that tbey have been accustomed 
to henr . It is easier to teach a student to talk 
French correctly who has never tried to pronounce 
it than to try to correct a faulty pronunciat~on . 
A word that one hns been mispronouncing for a year 
or tv,ro may take yeors to be pronounced correctly 
witho t conscious effort . h c ompar son of the 
direct rethod and of the indirect method will show 
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the following renults . The student of the direct 
method will be able to speak and understand spoken 
French better than the students of the indirect 
T"Jethod wrose rating will be zero on this point . The 
average of the direct method student along this 
line will not be appreciabl~ high~r . The students 
of either method will not have an opportun ty to 
talk or hear French . 'l'he student of the direct 
method will undoubtedly fail in a college entr"nce 
examination , whereas the indirect method student 
will coMe out with flying colors , the omission of 
the questions of pronunciation will be overlooked . 
If the students of these two methods go to college, 
the student who has never learned to prononnce will 
·win out in the long run over the direct method stu-
dent . Evidently there must be a fallacy in each 
of these methods . 
A third method may be substituted in place of 
the direct ~ethod or the indirect method, which have 
their fallacies . The Indirect- Direct method will 
be tlle name of this third method , which combines some-
what the methods of the other two . The beginning 
will be made by a thorough understanding and applica -
tion of phonetics . On the cover of "Oral French 
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I ethod" by r111 e . • lice Blum the follovring sta ter'en t 
may be read: 11 Accompl sh ng what no book }ljtherto 
has accomplished-the tea ch ng of French sounds . ' 
Evidently the anthor lmows nothing about Professor 
Geddes book on pronunciat on or such a preposterous 
remark could never have been made . On page 11 of 
the Oral rethod book under the ''Up- ~ tair-sounds~ 
the directions as to the pronuncif1tion of "accent 
aigu 11 ar•e [riven , ''Prono1rnced 1 l<e English-A- in 
( ba ) . " Below there is n. pict1re of the lower 
~art of the face . The upuer teeth rrotrude over 
the under lip . Beneath the picture is wr _tten 
Noth ng is said at all ~bout the po -
s""'tion of the tongue . ' lith the teeth as shovm jn 
the picture it js i mpossible for me to nronounce 
an racc ent aigu" . T.Jnder t he picture wh ich is 
st,pr osed to teach one the pronunciation of "oi" , 
one reo ds ST!i.FSCH the JAW to the UTI"OST . ( p . 15 . ) 
Just try it yourself and see what res lt is ob-
tained . On pn ge 26 we read--"In"--
in ain ein) 
) ':'hese six sounds T-ronounce alike . im aim eim 
No mention _ s made of "yn , ym 11 or final 11 ien, en," 
"En 11 after "yt is mentioned on p . 305 . Under the 
pi ct 1re in 11 Snarl shovd ng all upper te .... th" is 
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wri tten- - ':h s can be done easily 'vii thout pronouncing 
a nasal 11 in 11 or 11 im" . On page 32 _the directions for 
pronouncing "EU11 -are: 11 Show two middle upper- teeth 
( l.)rmll slightly) . " A vowel sound o1lght to be pure 
and not drawled , otherwise two sounds could be g~ven . 
Drr .... vvl ng vowels ought not to be encouraged n that 
the American has a tendenc.r to do this without su g-
gestion . In "Le Fran aiS pour ':'ous 11 (Introd . p . xvi) 
in regard to pronuncia tic n v1e read : I:ay I be allov1-
ed to say that gre8t efforts must be made from the 
very beginning to insure a clear and distinct pro-
nu~ciation . To obtain this result it becomes nee -
essr.ry to have the words and sentences rePeated ,-n-
til a good pronunciation is acquired . If a pup 1 
is permitted to mispronounce a word in his study , 
this word becomes his personal property , and no mat -
ter how often he may be corrected afterHards , in rna -
1:1ents of excitement the mispr on01mced sound will 
spring to his lips . In the pronunc:tation drills 
no importance is attached to the meaning of the 
words , as they are a sort of verbal gymnastics , the 
object of which is to do for the tongue and lips 
what t.e finger exer c ises do for the fingers in nusic 
study . " Theoret cally this method of teaching pro -
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nunciation seems sound , but the fallacy lies in its 
application . The result of the four classes that 
I recently took over has already been mentioned . Yet 
the teacher has studied for a long time in FranceT 
and her pronunciation is considered excellent . If 
certain definite rules had been given for pronuncia-
tion , as in Prof. Geddes bv o~ on nhone tics, instead 
of expecting the student to grasp the sounds by con-
stant repetition, the results would have been very 
different . All my students have groaned and sighed 
to themselves (I do not permit any ostentation of 
disgust) when they first began to learn phonetics . 
The four classes of this year were the exception to 
the rule, as has already been strted . fl.fte1, they 
have mastered phonetics they are all delighted to 
think that they were forced to take the bitter pills , 
such as "printed e" 
' 
"written e" , tre up-side downn 
and even "baby e up - sidedown . rr They admit that the 
phonetic ':Jedecine did more for them than any other 
treatment could have done . The rule of nasals .and 
non- nasals , given by Prof Waxman-
~ Vowel n final ~ Vowel nn 
nasal M non-nasal Mm(n) 
Vowel n consonant Vowel n vuvtel 
m m 
gives the students a feeling of assurance that they 
are pronouncing a word correctly. This year in one 
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of Prof . ~/axmnn ' s classes , a tencher of French , whose 
pronun ciation is exquisite , every now and then detrncts 
from her pronunciation because she has absolutely no 
1rnowledge of phonetics ; i . e . she pronounced "bouquj nis te rr 
with a nasal . My students kno\1 the four nasal groups . 
Exec tions , such as "solennel" are learned ns they ap-
near in the reading . One boy of Canadian French par-
entage told me that he wanted to have me tea~h him 
French next year. The reason he gave was that he had 
learned to pronounce French correctly . That is about 
all I have suc ceeded in teachjng him but his self- assur-
ance gives me hope for better things . ~<1 . '1The nho-
net c method is more successful than any other in form-
ing a good pronunc ation and n giving pupi l s a ready 
and accurate contr ol of the spoken language . rr Courses 
are advocated where n o thing but phonetics are taught 
for a long ti~e . This does not seem practical to me 
a t presen t . There are a few te[ chers qualified to 
give a course in nhonetics . Our American youbh vtould 
find the r:1edicine too bitter r.nd would 1·efuse to t~ke 
::.t . 
After a mastery of the principles of phonectics , 
grammar plays an important part . The direct method 
would not aprrove of the use of verb blanks . Prof . 
\ . 
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Waxmrn, I believe does not , pnrove of Wh~n\ time 
lec.rning the imp~efect subjunctive . To me , time is 
not lost in learning everything tha t there is to be 
learned in reg~lrd to the .:.rregular verbs th, t <> re 
con s tantly used . The impr efect subjunctive ccn be 
learned very easily . Prof . ~axman argues tha t the 
imnerfect subjunctive is seldom used and th refore 
stress should not be placed on it . Its formation 
is t r ue for all verbs : i . e , t ake the • econd person 
s ngula r of the past definite and add the following 
endings:- se , ses ," no ss t , "'i ons , siez , sent . 
''{i th the excen ti on of the 11 s" thh t a opears in a ll 
forms , a nd the irregularity of the third nerson 
singula r , the endings a re the same as those of the 
present subjunctive . 
Pres . Inf. 
aller 
f u ture 
jr ai 
as 
a 
on n 
ez 
ont 
conditiona l 
ir ais 
Ris 
aj t 
ions 
iez 
a ent 
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The following verb bla nk will be filled in ~ 
the verb aller: 
Pr cs .Pnrt. 
a llant 
Plu . of ores . in1i c. 
a ll Ons 
e z 
vont 
Imperf.Indic. 
all a is 
a is 
Bi t 
ions 
iez 
aient 
Pres . Subj. 
a ill e 
es 
e 
a ll ion s 
iez 
a ill ent 
Pas t. Part. 
alle 
Syno psi.s of 
1st. i ngular 
Pas t.Indef. 
Pres . Indic(l stng . 
je v ais 
!'r es . Ind ·c. s · ng 
Je suis a lle .i e v ais 
tu v as 
Pluperf . Indic . il v a 
j 1 etais a lle 
PA.s t. Ant . 
(jc fus all e) 
Fut.ocrf. 
Je se r a i alle 
Cond.perf. 
,ie serais alJ.e 
Perf. subj. 
je so i s alle 
Plunerf . sub j . 
.i 'etais alle 
P rf. nart 
tant Plle 
Perf . t nf. 
'etr e a ll e ' 
Imperatives 
v a 
a ll on s 
ez 
-="' s t • Def • 1 s ~~ 
j'allai 
'ames 
~tes 
erent 
Ir.m . Sub j • 
a ll a c:o se 
ses 
"-t 
s ion5 
siez 
sent 
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rJhen a verb blank is given out for the first time not 
only the verb forms are filled in, but I have found 
it necessrry to give the English translation of each 
tense, as future, "will and shall 11 • In the verb 
11 aller" I explain that this verb does not have the 
infjnitive as its stem for the future and condjtion-
al but goes to the infinitive of the Latin verb "eo" . 
Of course many students know nothing about Latin but 
I find the noting of this Latin infinitive to be a 
help . Next I call at Lention to the fact that all 
verbs have the same endings for the future and con-
djtional tenses . The stem of the future of a verb 
never changes . ':Lhe same stei'1 is always used for the 
conditional . As for the second col1~n , as a rule , 
all forms nre based on the stem of the present par-
ticiple . Then the students Rre asked what forms are 
not derived from the stem of the present participle . 
11 Vont 11 is the first irregular form. It is one of the 
four verbs , "font", "sont", "ant," "vont" , that do 
not end in ent jn the third person plural of the pre-
sent indicative . The next forms that are not based 
on the stem of the present participle are the entire 
singular and third person plural of the present sub-
junctive . 
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-l~l . "The difficulties appear less numerous when the 
pr nciple of stem differentiatimundtr the influence 
of tonic accent ~ersisting in the older and more com-
mon verbs is a little understood , the number of really 
unique forms is jnconsiderable" . This explanation 
was neglected in my education . I learned it in the 
study of Snanish. In many verb forms the stem of the 
entire singular and third peroon plural of the pre -
sent subjunctive change . These are the forms Hhich 
terminate in an unpronounced syllable . The stress 
in nller falls on the first syllable , so the--all - -
changes to aill in the entire singular and third 
person plural . Talce for example , 11 boi ve•' in the 
first plural or , 11 veuille 11 and 11 voulions 11 • The im-
perfect indicative stem is always the same as that 
of the present part:ciple with the exception of 
~-~ -savoir~ All verbs have the same endings in th~im-
perfect tense . The imperfect endings are also used 
for the conditional endjngs • . The stem of the im-
perfect never changes . The stem of a tense then , 
only changes in the present indicative and the re-
sent subjunctive . In all other tenses when once a 
stem :is glven the entire tense can be formed . So 
much for the second column . Since "aller 11 ls an 
intransitjve verb and in the list (to be explained 
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later) some form of "~tre" will be found in the com-
pound tenses . synopsis has been g ' ven in the first 
l' rson s · ngular . The person and number is changed 
from time to time to give pr8ctice with all the forms . 
The uast jndefinite is the resent jndicut ' ve of the 
auxil ary and the past part'cinle . The pluperfect 
' ndicat ve . s the imncrfect indicative of the auxil-
~ary and the past partjc ple . The pact anterior , al-
though translated by 11 had 11 like the pluoerfect ind c -
ative , is the uast definite of the auxiliary and the 
past )art c ple . The future perfect , as the name 
imblies , is the f~ture of the auxiliary and the ~st 
participle , and, lilewise, the conditional perfect 
is the conditione.l of the auxlljary and the past 
articiple . The line on the verb blank ind cntes tr.at 
the ebove auxiliary forms have all been :ln the ind'ica-
tive . Next comes the crcsent subjunctive of the aux-
1 ary and the past partciple and the pluperfect sub-
iunctiue is the imperfect s11bjuncti ve of the auxili -
ary and the nast participle . nother line and we 
have the resent participle of the auxiliary and the 
past part ciple and th . present infin t ve of the 
auxiliary and the past participle . Here enc1eth the 
dreaded third column ! The fo rth column consists 
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of the s ngular of the verb allcr which is irregular . 
':L're second singular ought to be underlined b<.~R.·se _ t 
is often incorr6ctly given . A student starts on the 
endine;s "a s, ais , ait" very easily and finds it d ffi-
cult to give the end ng "ast: in the second singular of 
this verb . The imperatives of all verbs Qre formed 
from the res -nt indicative except 11 avoir 11 11 etre'' and 
11 savoir" . The· first conjugntion verbs drop 11 s 11 of 
the second rerson singular and L 1·e the first and sec-
ond uerson plural . tll subject nronouns are dropped , 
of course, in the imperatives . ~ny verb , such as 
11 ouvr:ir 11 , th8t has first conjugation end ngs in the 
......... ~ 
present tense drops the 11 s 11 from the f'irot- person sing-
ular n order to form the im erative . The verbs 
travoir 11 , 11~tre", and 11 snvoir 1 , hrve irregular impera-
t ves. Now for the last column . The nast def:nite 
of any first conjugation verb , regualr or irreeulrr, 
is formed n the s~me way . Take the stem of tho in-· 
fin t"ve Hhich is obta~ned by drop·)in 11 er 11 and add 
d ~ -the following en ings: ni , as, a, m71es , a tes, erent . 
~wo sets of endings only nre necessary for the past 
defin " te . If a verb is not first conjugGtion it al-
ways has the follow _ng endings : s , s , t , 'mes , 'tes , rent . 
The formation of the almost obsolete (in conveT"'etion) 
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imperfect subjunctive has already been explained. 
"Ferhaps th1 s lengthy extJlanation of the formation 
of tenses 5n the filling in of a verb blank has 
been monotonous , (I :Vnow that the writing has !) 
bllt a.fter the verb has been put on the board, three 
minutes is enough to malre the aforesaid comments in . 
It is necessary to say , day in and day out, that all 
verbs have the same endings in the following tenses: 
future , conditional, imperfect ind~cative and sub-
junctive , and present subjunctive , (except "avoir 11 
and "~tre '' • ) borne impression is made on the stu-
dent by th~s everlasting repetition, vrhich may ap-
rear unnecessary to you . All common irregular 
ve:r·bs are taught in gronps in so far as possible : 
i.e .- servir , sortir , rartir , dornir , mentir , re -
rentlr , bouillir , scntir; tenil' , venir; ouvr•:!.r, 
ofJ'r:r , souffrir; etc . IV:y students like verbs and 
tl1ey know all the commonly used verbs , (if I rio say 
so!) . 1,Vhen tAn or more verb forms are given in a 
quiz , my students are as eager to have the largest 
number of forms correct as children who participate 
in an Easter egg hunt . For one interested in play-
ing games , great enthusiasm may be found in a "verb 
match 11 whjch replaces the oldfashioned spelling-bee . 
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A tnorough mastery of verb forme i_s of inestimnble 
val-lE' . In converst t::on one does not need to hesi -
tate over n verb form . In rend ng , the irregular 
forms re quickly recogn. zed . In order ·to se cor-
rectly the forms already learned t is necessary to 
kno-..1 what v'erbs have the auxiliary 11 e tre 11 • To stqte 
thn.t intrRns:!.tive verbs are conjugated with "etre" 
means prnct_ cally nothing to the majority of students . 
The follow ng liRt of verbs , p rt~ly taken from 
Chardenal ' s French Grammar , is learned in a few rr.in-
uhes by all rry students ~ 
alle 
nnrti 
sorti 
venu 
devenu 
:~;·evenu 
retourne 
arrive 
entr dans 
reste 
torrbe 
ne 
monte 
de~ccndu 
The following suggestions ara given to help learn 
this list of intransitive verbs in the order given . 
There ~re 4 groups of 3 and 2 groups of 2 . 'Ihe f'rst 
.,_sorti '.: t-s... go-...'Out . The next three nll have the form 
rrvenu" and the prefixes "de" "nd "re" are alphRbct.:c-
alJy arranged. There is a l~nk between the Sbcond 
and third grou s in that - revenu'' means "returntl. and 
11 retorrn 11 also means te- return~: Then this little 
story is given : after returning , you arr ve and then 
you enter; you (I'eStC, tombe , ne) ~tay a While , tben 
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then you fall and th nk of th e day you were born . 
Onposite to the day you were born (mort, dec de) 
is death , then (Fonte and desdendu) you either go 
up to heaven or go down! Trese suehestions arr.use 
the students and jncite in them an interest to ~earn 
these past nart4ciples in the order given . This ex-
planation may seem -nonsenai cal and out of place but 
I fin~ it to be a ~reat help . This list s repeated 
day after day so that when it is necessary to use one 
of these forms the auxiliary " e tre" looms up before 
the student Rnd _s used . It is rare that a mistake 
in an auxil "ary has to be corrected . Along with 
this list it is necessary to learn that other verbs 
are conjugated wjth ~tre . If the statement that rc -
flex ve and re criprocal verbs are conjugated with 
~tre were made , nothing would register in the studenth 
brnin . Hence this plan is sug~ested : when the follow-
ing forms are used , the auxiliary is always e tre :- je me , 
tu te , il se , elle se , nous nous , vous vous , ils se , 
elles se . These forms are given 'l.S a cheer ; the er." -
nhasis falls erch t me on -elle " and-- elles". A demonstra -
tion is doubtless necessrry to make th s clear . If un-
like nronouns are used , i . e . not __ n this cheer gr oup , 
the auxiliary avoir must be ~sed in comnound tenses . 
I 
Je vous -"nvoi.r;" elle se--etre; il le-"nvoir" etc . So 
it may be summed up that n com ound tenses the auxil -
ary 1etre 11 must be used · f the "cheer" ronouns are used 
or f the ast participle is n the list . All other com-
pound tenses reouire "avoir". Hext comes the question 
of the agreer1e·nt of past po.rt · ciples. All post po.rtici-
les in the list agree w th the stiliject in gender and 
number . All other nast participles agree in gender and 
number w_th the preceding direct object. Of course it 
is explo.ined that when 11 monte" o.nd "descendu" ho.ve a 
direct object the:r are conj lgoted with "avoir 11 : i . 6 . Il 
a monte'la malle; 1 1 ' a mantee . Also attention ·s 
called to the fnct th. t some verbs in the list have con-
no1 nds that tnke "etre", as "revrrt:ir". r:an;r sen-
tences nre g~ven to o.pply these rules . The results 
are most satjsf11ctory . The jntricate quest-lons of 
auxiliaries and ngreement of past participles and their 
difficulties may be redt'ced to the m nimum by o. mo.stery 
of the appl cation of the afore mentioned list and 
rules . 
7here are other oets which I wish to present to 
you . Some would ndvocate the immediate death o f these 
pets but I have found it well worth while to take tender 
care of them and give them plenty of exerc se in clo.ss . 
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There are eleven monosyllables that end in vowels that 
must be dropoed when the next word begins with a vowel 
or an "h" mute : je , me , te , se , Je , ce , ne , de , que , 1& , 
si (before only il or ls ). Jttention s called to the 
f.,ct thEt nne end n "e" , one in 11 a" and one in 11 i 11 • 
Also that 11 ce" s a pronoun and not the demonstrative 
adjective 11 ce 11 whicr. is ch.nged to "cet" before a Vlurd 
beginning wj th a vowel or "h'1 mute . The elision is 
made in many examcles v1hen this Jist of oonosyllables 
is le&rned . Hhen I have taught classes who knew the 
application of this rule for ellsoin in n haphazard 
way , I have had to correct many m stakes . Once vvhen 
this list was leRrned an omission of an elision was un -
usual . l{OYv for the ''si 11 meaning 11 if 11 clause pet . 
11 If 11 Clause s 
~f Clause Cone] us:.c n 
t rresent 1ndicat ve of verb m erative 
t nresent ind c . of aux .f Dast nart . 
\ Futur e or 
~ture of aux .fo3.st part . 
t .mperfect ind ' catjv of verb . 
t imnerf . jndjc . of aux . t oast nRrt . 
{conditional 
lcondj_ tional 
Next may begiWijthe order of sentence nets . 
I odel for_ §impl~~Affirmate-D~clarative . 
di_r f indir obj . 
of verb 
subject me 
direct obj . 
le 
Ja 
.nd.r . ooj . adv . oron. 
lu 
leur y en verb noun or nro- te 
noun . se 
no us 
vr.us 
les 
adv . 
S11b.i ect 
Subject 
Noun 
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Model for Compound-Affirmate-Declarntive 
me 
te le lui 
se Ht leur y en aux . ·lcadv . past Part . 
no us les 
vous 
' -::·not adverbial phrases or ci , la , m1trefois, hier , etc . 
Model for Simple Negative--
me 
te le lui 
ne se la leur y en verb 2nd . ne5 . -::-adv . 
lst neg . no us les 
vous 
->:- uas , no i nt , j amais , personne , rien , ' guere , etc . 
Model for Compound Negative Interrogative 
ne me 
te 
je 
tu 
il 
elle 
ce 
2nd . neg . adv . nrst part . 
se 
no us 
vous 
le 
la 
les 
lui 
leur y en aux .- nous 
vous 
ils 
elles 
Model for Nega tive Imperative. 
me 
te 
ne se 
no us 
le 
la 
vous les 
lui 
leur y en imperative cnd . neg . adv ~rett o~sent. 
It is to be noted that in all sentence s , except nf -
f.rrnat1ve imperatjves , that the following pronouns 
are always placed before the verb: 
me 
te 
se le 
no us la lui 
vous les leur y en 
~ .. 
-·' ;)-
~odel for Affirmative Imoeratives 
le rr1.oi, m ' (y,en) 
la toi, t' (y,en) 
irn erative-les - nous 
vous 
lui 
leur--y--en 
This last model is easily learned . Compare the order 
le 
of rronouns used before the verb: take la and head 
les 
the list with them, then go on with the rest of the 
table as it is , noting that "me" becortes 11 t'1oi 11 >or 11 m111 
before "y" rnd 11 en 11 , tha t "te" becomes "toi" and "t"' 
and that "se" s droo ed from the list because imoer-
atives ~ave only fjrst and second oersons end that a 
reflexive of the third oerson could not be used; then 
add lui-leur- y - en .iust as in the other list. 'Vhen 
these models for all kinds of sentences have been 
thoroughly understood and hundreds of sentences given 
to illustrate them, a student never has the wrong 
order tn a sentence . student can not learn by hsbit 
the correct order of a sentence . How much better it 
is to give him logical models to follow untll forming 
sentences correctly is second nature to him ! 
According to Jespersen -:<1. "paradigms ought by 
all means to be given , but should never be learned by 
hE-art j n ri gr:1arole fr> shion--- *2 . Isola ted words, such 
as are given n rigmaroles and paradigms , are only 
ghos t or cor ~se s of words . 7ry to run through tbe 
words "jewel, stone , cabbage, knee , owl , to:r, louse", 
•• 
\ . 
~ r- ~ \\1 
()._ · ~ .. Cl --~ \ \1 
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and see if a single complete ~icture has been pro -
duced in your mind- but you are no better off' vvhen 
you say the French rigmarole 11 bijou , caillou , chou , 
genou , h bou , j ouj ou , pou" . On this noint I cer-
tainly d sagree with Jespersen . This 11 ou 11 grouo is 
another ~et of mine and my students . Again· this 
list is learned as a cheer in this way : 11 bi.iou , caillou, 
genou , chou-- -(pause) hibou , jou,iou , pou . " This last 
word is cheered with ~uch gusto because of the meaning 
of the wor d and the nhonetic soun d "urr wh.:ch tbey r;jve 
so well . Besides the pleasure they take in , iving 
this "ou" cheer , I as..,ure~at thev know that these 
" . 
words add "x" to form that nlural and that all other 
words ending in "ou" add 11 s 11 • Here is another s i mple 
table : 
time 
nos tt ion 
before 
~avant 
l devant 
after 
. ' (a pres 
0erriere 
It rr:ay be noted th& t each 11 time" Dl~enosi tion begins 
with "a" nnd each "location" nrepos1tion vtith "d" . 
More must be given in reBard to the use of avant and 
''arrestr . 
tavant plus noun or pron . avant de plus infinitive avant que p l us subjunc. plus noun or pro . plus inf . of aux . 
Tables are also given in teaching all Bd,iectives 
t. nd pronouns 'v;hose forms vary . The question of rc-
past part . 
cents is frequently neglected but many of the mis -
takes that are made are due to accents . In short , 
the acute accent is never used on any vowel but an 
He" . The grave accent properly belongs on an "e" 
but it is used on an "a" or an "U" to distinguish 
two v10rds that would otherwise have the same forms , 
\ . ' i . e . la , la ; ou, ou; a gra~e accent is never used 
onantro" , ni" , ora 11 y" . The circumflex accent is 
used on all the vowe l s exce-ct "y" . ,/hen these ac -
cents are used must be learned by observation . A 
few helpful suggestions may be given in regard to 
accents . If a word begins with an acute 11 e 11 an · 11 s 11 
may be often substituted and an English word will be 
sugr-e s ted, i.e . ecole' etudier' fdld ecrire . First 
con:i ug.-,tion past p;,rt i cj ples always terminate in '' e 11 
acute . Any word endjng in two 11 e ' s 11 has the acute 
on the first fiancee, montee . Abstract nouns that 
end in "te" , l"tyH in English, have an acute "e" -
liberte . Grave accents anpear to be used more often 
than the acute or circumflex . · As a l'ule they 2 re 
used by the student when they ought not to be used . 
A grave accent is never used on an 11 e 11 in a f:i nal 
syllabJe except in invarjable words that end in 11 es 11 
and they always have the grave accent , ~ . e . anrcs, 
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succes; neither can t be used unles" ther~ is an 
"ell n the next syllable . lo r ds ending ;n 11 e 11 pll.s 
one consonant nlus an unncc nted "e" nlways have the 
gr'lvc accent : i . e . ' ' perc , achete . Cer ta n verbs in 
"er 11 v1hen an 11 e 11 is followed by cne c onsonant plus a 
fjnal un renounced s,rllable , instead of using the 
grnve accent do·uble the consonant : appe l le . This 
doubling of the consonant oc cur s in the entire sing-
ular and third 1erson ulurnl of the p r esent .nd ca-
tive and uresent s ubjunctjve , n the st:.cond sinr,ulnr 
of the l'lperative , and the ent re future and Ct"'~ndi -
tional . First conjugation verbs that have in the 
nfinitive an a cute recent followed b! one conson-
ant, i . e . / esper er , or two consonants r.ronounced as 
one , i . e . regner ' before the 11 er" c_ angc the accent 
to grove in the entire singular and third erson 
lural of the pr.e,sent indic'ltive .. nd the ,.,r esen t s11b-
,junctive and the second singt'lar of the imperative . 
'These verbs ho·wever ll:ee the a cute accent in the en-
tire future and conditional , i . e . esp f rerai . It is 
advantageous to J~now j n re..,ding French that a cir-
c unflex accent often shows that an 11 s 11 has been 
omitted , ~. e . n~te , honn~te , rle , ~te , etc . ~y 
stud nts nut doVln · n their note books every renark 
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made in regard to acc.ents under the heading 11 nccents" . 
Few teachers ever explain accents and this was the case 
~~hen I was a pupil . Hence , the conclusions that I am 
giving are for the most part drawn from personal obser-
vation . My wo r k in phonetics has helped me in this 
respect • . In regard to the te.,ching of gram.r1ar, nore 
subjects will be take~ up , such os the value of a 
thorough knowledge of mmerals, md the ability to sr;ell 
French . 
Students have great difficu lty to undersant readily 
a numeral when it is given in French . '~hen the direc -
tion comes, "Ouvrez le livres 'a la nage" , most of the 
students lool~ blank unless they have been drilled in 
numerals . ~.s a rule a st·udent when reading stun:b les 
over a numeral . Humer•als are often the "bete noire" 
f~ · ~ t d t o un1vers1 y s·u ens . con~and of numerals helps 
one n France to understand quickly what is the cost 
of any article . /hen dates are given even in a uni -
versity , about one in fjve has taken the date down 
correctly ui thout loolrine; f , t his neighbor 1 s note book • . 
For a student to be at home in Pr'ench he ought to be 
able to spell in French . How many can? To be Eble 
to spell and understand st once a word spelled in 
French requires plenty of practice and effort . There 
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are few tenchers who are able to kee Engl sh and 
French cnt:rely sep r, te so that they do no tr~n-
Jl~te dates and money into English . ~1 . · G. 
Hnmerton says : ""/hen s oeald ng or VJri ting French I 
am , for the time being , like one totally ignorant of 
English , as EngJish words do not occur to me and I 
never trnnslate anything , not even le_ghts , rnd 
r.'!CnSl.'res , or money , or-- the thermorJeter from one 
language to the other , but th in1C in ec ch , indepen.- -
dently . " After the nhonetic sounds and symbols 
have been mastered , although the previously mention-
ed p~r~digms and r gamnroles have been learned , one 
way of creating a French atmosphere in class is by 
the daily practice _n numernls ·1nd by the spelling 
of words :in French 'HLen the need may arise . · fevJ 
sugget:tionc- have been given as to how grammar may 
be ta1ght in the indirect- direct method . btill the 
tct-cher must bear in mind that -.:c2 . "in teaching 
g:tlammar the mo~·t import"nt nrin ciple to be ,.,. pt in 
vie 1 ts that the grammar L. ther for the sal·e of the 
lan ~uage and not the langun.ge for the sake of the 
grs.mmar. " "The recitation of oaradigms , rules, and 
exec tions is always in danger of degenerating "nto 
a routine in which there is but little profit . The 
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iDportnnt thing is not that the learner should ac-
quire fac1lity in telling of paradigms but that he 
should acquire facility in vnderstanding and •sing 
the langunge . The nim should be: Little theory 
and much anrlication" . It may be noted that when 
eachtable wns given , stress was put on the constant 
appli CH. t on of them . Jespersen does not advocate 
the teaching of gPamrnar ns I have suggested . He hays: 
-.~1. 11 ... way \Ti th lists and rules . Pr ct ce what s 
right again and again . 11 This plan Might be ex ed:ent 
if there ·were time for this necessr ry prnctice ihich 
would reouire as much time as one spends l0arning hif 
native language, end this amount of time would be out 
of the quest on . 
A certain cu1ount of translation is necessary in 
the beginning of the study of Fr nch . ~:-2. "Transla-
tion is the best detection of mental haziness , half-
knowledge and self-deception." There nre many sen-
tences that a r e unnecess r to trnns l ate such ns ,-..--;:, 
11 Soixante secondes font nne minute ; soixante minutes 
font une heure , 11 etc . There are occas ' ons when the 
meanjng of a sentence is clear but the tr~ nslation 
of it would be difficult for an ex1ert . Once an in-
structor as {ed me to translate a uaragra T'h of ·vhich 
\ . 
~ -
3 , 
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the meaning \Jas very clear. r.f ter cons i derablG 
groping around I gave a most awhvard translation . 
The instructor thanked rr:e most polite ly and ad-
mit ted he wns unable to translate tt himself . A 
student next tone remarked , 11 Didn't he have a 
nerve to ask you to translate it when he could not 
do t himself?" The reason the instructor asked 
for a tr nslation was merely to show how French 
may be eas ly understood but most difficult to 
tran~late at times . The teacher often wostes a 
great deal of t me eiving the exnlanation of a 
word ~n French for there are-- *1. 11many words 
·1here an EnBlish tr, nslation gives the information 
required more quickly and more clearly than it 
could be given in a long explanation n French .--
The teacher oust not let laziness influence him to 
e;lve the translation, V'hich of course is easiest 
for him; but he must remember that an explanation 
in the language alvmys has the great advantage that 
the pupil , in add tion to the new words , hears a 
number of others which he thereby reviews , a& t were , 
• nd the oupil is for• the time wholly occupied with the 
foreign language . Besides, these explanations amuse 
the pupils because they get more intellectual work 
out of them than out of translations , which nre 
I . ~~ \\-.,. t, -b::~J.... "-~ s_~" ~11 
given to them gratis . " Handschin does not ap rove 
of translation to any extent . ~·-1 . 11 Cons ider,.ble 
t1•anslation is done in the United Stat es : 1 p rforce) 
say some teachers , because of the college entrance-
examinrtions wh:ch loom l9rge on the hori7.on , but the 
day is evidently coming when the occasion for this 
flat - footed argument will be removed . " In order to 
be sure that a lesson has been well prepared and 
understood a certain ,amount of translation must be 
done . /hen poss ble and advisable the exulanations 
ought to be given in French . After completing the 
asu gned lesson one or more pages of s:ght transla-
tion nay be covered . Here is a chance for the 
ter cher to read each sentence in such a way that by 
the tone of the voice or a gesture the meaning will 
be clear . It may be ensily nmted by a puzzled ex-
uression when the students have not understood the 
sentence , then a translation may be called for . ~hen 
the teacher feels that the stud~nts can translate 
well , then gr eat emphasis ought to be placed on reRd-
ing . Each sentence should be read by the teacher and 
repeated by a student . The expression with which the 
sentence has been read .ndicates whether the student 
has understood the sentence or not . For a long time , 
\ . 
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everything that is to be read by the students must 
be r ead first by the teacher to assuxe a good pro -
nunciation . This re qding method is advocated , of 
course , for only those te< chers whose pronunciation 
is good . 
Translation from English into French is required 
in all centrance examinations . It is a good plan to 
have simple French sentences repeated so often that , 
when the English translation is given , they may be 
correctly translated into French . Much stress is 
placed on composition, or the translation from English 
into French . The results are often atrocious . A stu-
dent is inclined to take each English word and find 
the corresponding word in French . A sentence like 
this, nr am going to look fol' the book 11 would be trans -
lated by, "je suis allant a chercher po.ur le 1 vre . " 
Unles r· the sentence, 11 ,ie vals chercher le livre , 11 has 
been repeated many times , the aforesaid result given 
\:ould not be an exaggeration at all . Several sugges -
tions may be made in regard to translation; let the 
teacher go over the exercise assigned and give each 
sentence carefuJly in French; do not al~ow the pupils 
to nake anything but mental notes ; have them hand in 
this work for the next lesson . The r6sults will be 
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more satisfactory than if the forming of the sen-
tences ·~,ere left to the ingenui ty of the pupils . 
long with reading and translation, dictation 
ought to be given. Extra cts from short s torli.es 
that have previously been studied are good . Each 
sentence ought to be dictated slowly and the whole 
dictation repeated . If one student writes the dic-
tation on the black board, later the teacher can 
have the students exchange papers and correct the 
mistakes as the teacher corrects the work on the 
board . Correcting dictations is very monotonous 
for the te~cher . If the work is corrected in class 
immediately after the dictation is over, a pupil 
understands the errors he has made and he is more 
interested in what he has just done than he is by 
the corrections made by the teacher when the dicta-
tion has been returned . Catch dictation ought not 
to be given for a dictation should only include the 
words t ha t a student is already well acqua:tnted with . 
emorizing a poem occassionally is a good thing . 7he 
poe try ought to contain every day words and be short . 
Oral themes encourage the student to talk in 
French . Ordinarily he answers one question in French 
and gives only a sentence at a time , but in an oral 
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theme it is necesslry for him to group several sen-
tences t oLether . In an oral theme the student ought 
to be nermitted to say whc.t he has to say Hithout cor -
rections from the te < cher . At the close of the short 
talk , the te8 cher vlill call attention to the mistakes 
he has made and call on other students to point out 
the Errors in a friendly way . ·, endt ->a . snys: "It 
is of more importance for the pupils to talk nt all 
than to talk correctly . " In a ~lavic proverb trans-
la ted by Jespersen ;:-~ 1 v1e read: " '!hoever wants to 
speak v1ell must murder the language . 11 
~ith an excellent knowledge and application of 
phonetics and grammar , supplemented by translation , 
reading , djctation, memory work , and oral themes , the 
requistie for good instruction in a foreiBn language 
would be fulfj_lled according to Jespersen, who says, 
->~2 . "The first condition for good instruction in a 
foreign language would seem to be to give the o1.mil 
as much ns possible to do with and in the foreign 
language ; he must be steeped in it , not only get a 
sprinkling of t now and then; he must be dt7cked 
down in it and get to feel as if he were in his own 
element , so that he may at lest disport himself in 
it as an able swimmer . " It is my ardent belief 
\ . 
" 
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' that it is only through the indirect-direct method 
that the above results can be obtained . i student 
of the d rect method could become an expert wader 
after studying French a few years; the nd~rect 
method student could be shown the water and become 
the expert sw mmer later . 
Some of the f~llaci~s in the tcnch~ng of French 
mny be directly traced to the text books used . 
grammar entirely j n French is not practicable beca1.1se 
explanations n French are not always understood by 
the beginner . A grammar in French is another way of 
creating the so desired atMosphere of a fashionable 
finishing school . A student has an opportunity to 
understand what he is learning in a good English gram-
mar of French, such as "Fraser and Squa r . " Many 
grammars contain disconnected sentences to explain a 
rule . ->:-1. 11 Study of language ought not to be a 
kind of mental eyrnnastics involving sudden and violent 
leaps from one range of jdeas to another . " Although 
disconnected sentences are not interesting to the stu-
dent , he often puts up with them for the sake of getting 
good marks or because the teacher bas won his respect . 
Short stories in a gramma r interest a student , even 
tho gh several lessons are needed to complete the en-
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tire story . Learning new words E.s they appear in a 
story is far more attractive than learning by heart 
vocabularies containing ten to thirty new words • .;:-1 . 
"The beginner has only use for the most common every 
day words ; he ought to have nothine.; to d o with the 
vocabulary of neetry or even of more elevated nrose . " 
~<2 . "In i~iss Goldschmidt's picture method there are 
not less than 58 words for the many more or less in-
timate articles of women 's clothing . " In 11 Le F'rn.n ~['is 
pour 'ious 11 beneo.th the p ctures, the words I?; ven are 
often not every day words . ~:-3 . "G ve the bee.;inn r 
the easjest reading c ttainable, remarking that the 
s Mple languaee does not men.n infantile conceptions 
nor vice versa . Entertain no thought of teaching 
literature until the nupil is quite familiar with or-
dinary prose and can read paee after page of the 
text assiened with no great need of grammar or die-
t onary . 11 ' 'Fraser and Squa r 11 is excellent for 
nhonetic work because afte:.."' e a ch vocabulary fort 
the nhonet c symbols Pre given and the honetic sym-
bols are also given in the French- English vocabulary. 
Anecdotes nre out of nlace in a grammar for they &re 
not reG.dily undE;rstood and the point has to be ex-
plained . If an cnecdote directly refers to 
I . ~ ~ ~-h -h.~ <>-~£.c.-~·· 
" ~t\-\:L. ~ v\-,~ ~.b\ 
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that has just been read, it is of some value. Anec -
dotes bore the students in that they are funny only 
once or perhaps not at all. All the reading in gram-
mars should be connected, nteresting and varied and 
should con tcdn material of common usage . Moreover , 
the French should be correct. The reading material 
should pass grRdually from that which is easy to the 
difficult . Difficult r ~ading is good for a pupil be -
cause -::-1 "' 11 A pupil who is never required to do what 
he cannot do never does what he can do ." Reading 
·.s:. 
books that contain a vocabulary encourage laziness. 
I do not agree with .,,2 7 ~vhich st .tes that , rrrt is 
~ 
a saving of time if the student hrts -'b-e- right meaning 
unincumbered by the others , given him ~n a special 
vocabulary." The American student has sufficient 
ti me to look words up in a dictionary and this would 
be time well spent . Uany of the reading books used 
are exuensive because of the notes and vocabulary. 
An able teacher can give all the necessary exolana-
tions without the use of the notes at the back of the 
book. '~ney would be saved if books without notes 
and vocabularies were purchased . Ev ery student ought 
to have a dictionary . Reading books could be bought 
in France . This would . be a splendid way for the 
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fashionable finishinp; .'chools to crl;ate ~~French 
atmos here but the girls have to be uarnpered and 
looking words up n a dictionary would doubtless 
be a great bore . If e, ch student in uubli c schoo l s 
bought his own French reading boolcs , the s tua tion · 
uould be ideal. 'i'hen he c ould note down in the "book 
explanations given by the teacher and underline pas -
snges of nterest to him . If ea ch student owned 
his own books better results could be obtajned pro -
vided an nterestjng Jnglish grammar , with conn ct-
ed sentenc s , ns found in stories , were used . 
<j_ ':'he n:ethod of conducting .cl ss is of vi. ta l im-
Y 
portance in the te ching of French . The lesson as -
s 0ned should be thoroughly crepared by the te· ... cr·er 
~nd in such a way • s to ntErest the class . One 
is ah.rt~fS interested in materj 1 >vvhich h s come f1·om 
France . Poster~; , co~ns and ostnl crrds may oe 
ordered direct from F1•nnce b,r the teacher who h~ s not 
had an opuortunity to purchase them himself . lhe 
teacher who hnf> 1-· ved :in France h•ts d oubtless a col-
lection of many tl rngs which wo1.1ld i ntert-~ t the st11 -
dents , such as menus , tl-ea trc rogrnms , hotel bj lJ s , 
la ndry lists , callinG car ds , invitAtions , wedd · ng 
announcements, etc . te~cher ought to be able to 
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te: ch r.. clas: Vli th out refer1· · nr; to the text book . 
T"a.ny tc·· cher's have no dec who. t they are goinr: to 
do in clas"' befor clr ~;s . cgi ns . A defi n.i te 'lan 
should he made before each class . ':'he location 
of all geogr ph5.cal places should be looked up . 
Every proper name nust mean someth ng to the teach-
er . Qu s tions must be planned out . IIcte book \iCrlc 
given U~ day before mu t be reviewed . If the terch-
er sh:r1·s ... nd occ- to class mprepo.red , he must not 
expect to find his students prepared . .fo.ny teach-
ers assign too long lessons for o f t en the ass gned 
1ork cannot be covered in class . The st11dent i s 
qu ck to realize this and picks out a few things 
here and tlere , trying to guess what the teacher is 
going to ~sk for . .• def""n:tte and ressonnble monnt 
of work should be nss · ened and covered n the next 
lesson n class . If you say to yo 1r clas~ , 'I C' rn 
this for tomorrow' , be sure the next day to see ~f 
• t has been learned . Since every ~ tudent is more 
01' leHs of a child , one ho.s to keep right aft 1' hilrt 
to see that he doe::~ <~hat he has be .n told to do . 
':'his evcnl,.st::.ng "chasine; 11 ~e neglected by lazy 
te'lchers . I'or•Gove1' work ought not to b ass.igned 
for the day a.fter a holida • In Benernl if work 
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hcs been nssigned after a holiclay it is not well 
prenared , if at all . This is liable to i'1ake the. 
te cher cross and at the end of a recitGtion , he 
feels as if he had been pulling teeth . \then work 
hf'..s not been assigned , the students are in a goo d 
mood and appear to enjoy the class . The week is 
begun vrell in this woy, in that they all .feel that 
they are making a new start . The day before a 
~ol5dny I tell my students that I am not assigning 
any work because I want them to enjoy themselves 
to the utmost and not think about school . 
Discipline enters into the poor results ob-
tained in teaching . Discipline is a gift but it 
may be cultivated . Practically nothing is learned 
in a c l ass without discipline . Many teRchers allo·w 
the students to "run awr.y 11 with them , whereas they · 
ought to hold the reins all the time . When a oues -
tion is Etsked , a student ought not lbe permitted to 
onswer unl ess he is called on . Several students 
speaking :=-~ t the s me time cause confusion . Because 
I insist that no remark be made unless a student is 
called on , my students at first broadcast the fact 
that I am too strict . With patience and many ex-
nlanations I succeed in impressing upon my students 
the fact that more can be accomplished when onl-y one 
person is talking at on c e . They admit after a time 
that they do not feel restrained and that the class-
room attitude is friendly and not tyrannical . When 
a student is reciting or the teacher is explain ng 
something , everyone ought to be paying nttent~on , 
not doing translation or studying ln any way . There 
are students who nev .r do any work before entering 
class , for they are p ermitted by an unobserv:ing teach-
er to do all their work while someone else is recit -
ing . Time is lost when a student stands up to recite 
in a French clas~. Moreover, the s t udents in back 
are hidden from the teacher and an excellent oppor-
tunity for studying or whispering is given . ~hisper-
ing ought not to be tolerated in a classroom . n 
appeal can be made on the grounds of rudeness . \'.fhen 
a student does whisper he may be called to time by 
saying , "I know you were thoughtless for surely you 
would not be rude ! 11 Ile.king fun of a student is a 
character:tstic of an unsuccessful tea cher . Students 
are sensitive and spontaneity is crushed when a 
teacher resorts to rid5culing a student . Ho student 
ought to be scolded publicly . A few words at the 
close of school vrj th an unruly student helps infinitely 
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more than a 11 bawlinr; out" before his shhoolmates . rev r 
make a st1.1dent fee-l that you believe that he is 11 durnb" . 
The student who is not making much Drogress m1·st be 
handled with g loves rnd encouraged . A te q cher often 
makes the mis take of remaininG seated the entire period . 
This affords an excellent opportunity for everything un-
desirable ; whisner~ng , inattention, lack of interest and 
general disorder . This general djsorder may not be ap-
parent bvt t exist" nevertheless . Jhen the teacher 
moves about the room, he has an opportun::. ty to lmow 
fairly v1ell nbout everytl ing that i"' going on . ''/hen 
v1ork is put on the board by the teacher , he ought to 
look around every few seconds , but not in such a wav 
that the class feels it is being policed . -.<1 . 
A"'f randschin offe1•s a unioue way of I andl inp; ell ldren 11ho 
have not prep2rod thei!• lessons ; "The follo\, inr: typi-
cal dev ce for control of children may serve as an ex-
a~ole of simple devices . Any member of the class who 
has failed to make pro1er preparation is requested to 
renort that at the beginning of the hour. He is then 
allowed to keep his book open rnd to get any help 
v1hich he can get dur2.ng the hour . , t the beginning of 
the next hour he . s expected to 1•euort on the oroceed-
ing lesson . He hands in his written work and is sent 
I.~~~"\;'..<-<>-~ 1{.,:-±f: S...~ ~·"1 
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to the board to wri te a synopsis of the assignment 
which he missed . 11 This plan seer1s to me to be ab-
solutely impracticable . It is not clear whether the 
next hour means the next recitation or the next hour 
that same day . Too much class time would be wasted 
on one student . If he has missed work because of ab -
sence J an arrangeMent should be made with the teacher 
to make up this work after school or by having him 
come to the teacher's room when he has a spare period 
and g~ve him a short written lesson on the work missed . 
Permission should be given to make up work ·wh ch 
has been unprepared for a good reason but all other un-
prepared work should receive zero and a lecture after 
school . When a student is nermitted to make up work 
it is a good plan to have him report to the teacher 
at the clos of school . At that time the teacher can 
give him a paper on which has been written all the wor~ 
that he has missed and in what way it should be made 
up . There are teachers who never have an~r worl{ made 
up, excent a reriod written lesson . This is because 
of laziness. Every teqcher should hrve a plan book 
in which should be written down the ·work ass_gned for 
the ne~t day, also any s pc cial poin ts tlLat have been 
taken up in class that day and need to be reviewed 
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for the next day . It is very poor for a te~· cher to 
ask the class just what has been assigned . Of course 
they will say as little as possible and will include 
work that has already been studied . If a teacher does 
not keep the daily work assigned in a plan book he does 
not know exactly what a student has missed in his ab-
sence . 
Lessons are not well prepared by the student some -
times due to the fact that the lesso~ has been assign-
ed hastely at the end of the period and the student 
does not know exactly what to prepare. If the teacher 
goes over t~e asa~gnment carefully and explains exact-
ly what he wishes accomplished the student is more 
anxious to do the work and does not come into class 
the neYt day wi.th the 11 alibi 11 that he did not under-
stand the assignment . If a te~cher is able to main-
tain discipline by the methods previously mentioned 1 
is tactful and courteous, knows exactly what has been 
assigned , he has an excellent start for obtaining 
good results . v1Jhereas the teacher without disci uline , 
courtesy &nd tact, who has a hazy idea about what is 
going on in class, is abso lutely worthless regardless 
of that fact that he has an exce llen knowledge of 
French and speaks it fluently . 
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Many poor results in teaching Erench may be ac -
counted for by the fact that the teacher does not 
know how to value the students' work. Pei~haps he 
gives a written lesson every four or six weeks, but 
this is not sufficient. A short quiz, lastins from 
three to five minutes should be given every day at 
the beginning of the perjod . One may a rgue that the 
recitation period is short enough already without de-
ducting more time. Every day·I tear algebra paner 
into halves and have it ready on oy desk. Some stu-
dent gives out the paper of his own accord, so when 
I am ready to give the quiz the students have their 
names on their napers and ore r eady to begin. The 
name ought to be put on the back of all written 
work; then the teacher c an correct a paper without 
being influenced by the student's name, for often if 
a student does good or poor work in class or whether 
he tries to work or not, all these factors, includ-
ing his personality , enter unconsciously into the 
ten cher's gradjng of a paper . Moreover , if a stu-
dent's nane is on the back of a paper , this paper 
may be passed back wi thout other students ~nowing 
what grade he has recejved. In the daily ouiz five 
or ten short questions are asked, such as the tense 
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of a verb, which would count for six questjons , a 
short sentence to be written in Fre n ch or a line 
or two of d "ctation . The daily auiz should be based 
an the work assigned for the day . Then the papers 
are quickly passed dawn each row and ~cross the frornt 
Rnd a student puts r ll the qu z papers in a folder on 
which the section of Fr ench i s marked . It is a good 
plan to hn.ve the st11dent s fe e l that they are helpine; 
the teacher . Vh le one student is passing out paper 
for the quiz , others arc era sing the boards . 'l:hese 
da ly quiz papers should be h anded ba ck at the beg inn-
ing of the next c lass and corre c ted . Papers ought to 
be co rrected Hhile they are "h ot" . The stt;.dents are 
looking for their napers ev e ry day and the r int e rest 
wanes ~ Proportion t o the time in which t~ey nre re -
turned . i.1o5t of my nupiJ.s , whether they are freshmen 
or seniors , s ~ve every ouiz paper that s returned . 
They are neatly fastened together with a clip and kept 
in the b ·t ck of the . r books . After I have corrected a 
set of papers I very often make comr.:J.ents in French on 
them . A good paper ought to have least ' a a " tres 
b en" . On a poor pa~r 
" 
I rmy Hrite , "Je sais bien aue 
vous ne fa-ttes nas de votr ~:. mieux" , or , 11 Qu 1aviez - vous 
aujourd ' hui?" . All s t udents are more or less ch ildren 
and like to be flattered and en c ourag ed . I .. istakes that 
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are nade on the da ly quiz ought to be noted down and 
exulained next day in cl'ass . If a teacher does not 
correct his own papers , he does not lmow that has been 
misunderstood and what needs to be drilled on . Uever-
theless there are teachers who argue that it helps a'n- ad-
vanced student to correct papers and it is a waste of 
the teacher ' s time . This is a lazy argument . It re -
quires one to two hours a day to correct the daily 
quizes for a class of au erage size . This time is well 
spent from the point of view of the eager st11dent and 
energetic tencher . One may/a rgue that he has not time 
to correct daily quizes . This is due to the fact that 
he has the time but is unwilling to give it np to cor-
recting papers or is due to the fact that teaching is 
a side issue . Eight hours a day ought to be expected 
from a teacher , but many begrudge the five or six hour s 
that they are required to spend in a school building to 
say nothing of working after school ! rany teachers 
require papers to be written and handed ~n that they 
Lave no idea of correcting. Most of t he se papers are 
thrown in the basket at home . The idea of these teach-
e rs seGms to be that the writing of a paper has a psy-
chologi cal effect on the student . ~oday students are 
keen to r eal~ze tha t unreturned papers have not been 
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corrected or just carelessly glanced over . ~hey can 
give you proof that they have received a good grade 
nnd did prnctically nothing in a written lesson or 
vice versa . If a paper is worth while to ask a stu-
dent to write, in my estimation, it is worth correct-
ing carefully and handing back . vlhen a teacher has 
daily quiz marks recorded in his rank book, he can 
show the stt:.dent just why he did not do as well as he 
had hoped to do . 1!Jhen some teachers do not feel like 
exerting thenselves to teach , they give a period writ-
ten lesson which usually consists of translation , for 
that is easy to as~ign . If a te ncher corrected all 
these translat on papers , he would be careful rbout 
requiring t~em done . A written lesson of this sort 
keens the student busy and quiet for the time being 
but more could be accomplished in a recit5ation . 
Daily auizes interest the students and they prepare 
their work better , in that they know they are going 
to write on whnt they have studied . They can judge 
for themselves just about the kind of work they are 
doing . Of course the value of ~ther work is taken 
into consideration; pronunci8tion , bc ..... rd work , reci -
tation, volunteering , attention and effort. \fhen a 
teacher takes into consideration these factors and 
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grades a student imuartially, the student must feel 
that he is "getting R square deal 11 . and must 1·espect 
the fair Judgment of the teacher, otherwise the stu-
dent may feel that the teacher has a 11 grudge 11 against 
him and becomes discouraged and unwilling to do his 
best work , believing that the effort is hopeless . 
Lack of nrogress in French may be due to cheat -
ing . This is to a large degree the fault of the teach-
er . dords ought not to be written in reading books. 
An insrection of the books, in a friendly way , occa-
sionally will eliminate this form of cheating. Other 
students nay write words on papers and have them in 
their books nonchalantly . A teP cher \lho keers an 
eagle eye over the class can detect a student who at -
tempts to look a word up in the vocabulary. hen a 
student is called on to recite , a student near him may 
try to whjsper the answer. If whisper ng is not er-
mitted in class this v10uld not be possible . '/hen a 
student goes to the board to work, he may attenpt to 
obtain help from the student next to him . It iE' e8 sy 
to uri te a word or two on the board and erase it quicl{-
ly , but a teacher has to be on the alert for cheating 
like this . A student may be tempted to cheat ~n writ -
ten work in clas:.; . ~Jhen e.ne has fin:t EJhed a question 
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he ought to turn h.s paper over so thnt another mny 
not have a chance to copy ~is work , or he may cover 
1.is worlr w·i th one hand nd pi le up books on the !bther 
side for n sere n Hhich h:l.&s his work from lis curirus 
nei. hbor. It is often diffj cult to detect c11er t:.ng in 
work t ~t l ns been done out of class. For this reason 
not :much credJ t should be r,i ven for ::. t. It i the 
te cher's business to do all "'n his power to ellm nate 
cheating c..nd teach the student to stand on his O\m feut 
and not be n uarasite . 
It has been sho·tm that the teachers themselves are 
direcly responsible for the fallacies in the teaching 
of French . Their prepnrntion huu been insufficient 
and their methods poor . The r...ims of the students s 
erroneous because the rr'lethods of teaching are not an 
incentive to guide them correctly . The ro~er results 
cannot be obtc ned by the te ~t books that are used . 
The students r re hnnd i earned in th{ :!.r> opportuni t:· to 
le~rn French due to ~~e rnettod o conduct:ng class 
whjch invo lves a lack of disc plin~ nnd tLe umtill'ng-
ness of the teachers to exert themuelves . ':t:e r·e ci-
tations are not interesting becPuse the te~chers do 
not 1 no 1 hovt or' are not pr ,pared to impart wlw. t ·,..now-
ledge they may have. 'J.he d · rect meti:od Lloes not sue-
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ceed in te&ching students French due to their inability 
to imit.te and the lack of time for learning b repiti-
t•on , nor does the indirect method teach the students 
to speRk o.nd understand French ~rhen it is spo 1 -en , al-
tho 1gh this method does pr·epare them for exrmintt tions . 
A s olution for the f a l la c i e s i n t he teaching of Pr e nch 
tha t nr e du e to the dir e ct me t hod or t h e i ndir e ct ~ethod 
has be e n sugg e s ted by the a do ti on of the i ndir e ct meth-
od jn which are stressed phone t i c s , the ma ste ry of gr a m-
~ 
ma r by pa r adi gms a nd rul~ wi th con s t an t a Dp l i c a tion, 
tra n s l a tion when nece s s a ry and conv e rsa tion . 
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